
The world is discovering Mali, a little known country in West
Africa. Recent news tells us that
northern Mali, particularly the
Sahara desert region, has been
taken over by Islamic extremists.
This is of great concern to the
western world and has even
caused our government to break
off diplomatic ties and impose
sanctions on the country. It
particularly distresses me, as I
have experienced the warmth of
the people and their interesting
culture, and recently had a
humanitarian plea from my local
guide to rescue him and his
family from the changed situation in his city.

Mali, whose capital city is Bamako, is completely landlocked,
surrounded by Burkina Faso, Niger, Algeria, Mauritania,
Senegal, Guinea and Ivory Coast. Referred to as a sub-Saharan
country, a large part of Mali is in the Sahel or the Sahara Desert. 

The Sahara is the home of the Tuareg, or ‘Blue Men’ as they
are commonly known. They are the peoples who have travelled
on the salt routes of the Sahara Desert for centuries dressed in
their indigo dyed robes, living with their families as nomads,
dealing in the trade of a most important commodity, salt. The
majority are not people of the modern world. They still live in
open tents, have plural marriages, and travel their trade routes
of over 250 km by camel. The education of most Tuareg children
is from the Koran, around the campfires, as they travel. Many of
the older generation of Tuareg remember the earlier history of
Mali and have learned French, the official language of Mali, in
their youth and pass on their knowledge to the children. This
was certainly the case with the Tuareg family I stayed with, in the
desert in 2009. 

The Tuareg are the tribe that have been infiltrated by Islamic
Extremists and Al Qaeda, after the Tuareg revolt in 1990. Many
of the Tuareg migrated to Libya and Algeria in the early 1970s,
due to drought, and learned military skills in these Arab
countries. Despite a peace accord and a symbolic burning of the

weapons in the ‘Flame of Peace’ in Timbuktu (yes, there really
is a Timbuktu) in 1996, the
Tuareg have continued to
work towards having a
separate land of their own in
northern Mali. 

Recently, Timbuktu, a
name that means ‘The
Middle of Nowhere’, has been
taken over by the Tuareg and
their Islamic allies. They have
declared themselves the State
of Azawad and imposed strict
Islamic rules (Shariah) on the
local people. This has created
a great concern in the world

as Islamic Extremists now have a strategic position in Africa,
with weapons taken from Libya, after the fall of Muammar el
Qaddafi. 

Over 100,000 refugees have fled to Mauritania, and others to
Niger, where huge refugee camps have been set up. These
peoples are mostly from the three sedentary sub-groups of
people: Manding (Bambara, Malinké, Dioula, Kassonké),
Sudanese (Songhay, Soninké, Dogon) and Voltaic (Sénufo,
Minianka, Bobo, Mossi). This has created a huge humanitarian
crisis, as this is also a drought year in the Sahel region.

There is great concern also for the priceless historical
treasures of the region, too. Some of these are World Heritage
Sites. Already the extremists have destroyed one of the most
significant mosques in Timbuktu. There are fears for many of
the other sites. 

The Mosque at Djenné (pictured above) is probably the best
known. It is constructed of mud and has been visited for years
by tourists. It is an extraordinary site and I was lucky enough to
visit during a local market day. The market is situated, for
convenience, adjacent to the mosque. The people, mostly
Bambara and Dogon, were very colourfully dressed and were
very friendly. Apart from fruit, meat, and vegetables, you could
buy calabashes, African fabrics, carvings, baskets, musical
instruments, handmade tools, shoes and all household
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necessities. All items were displayed on rough wooden stands or
on mats on the ground, as they have done for centuries.

The desert is also the site for a culture, music and dance
festival, at Essakane, an oasis approximately three hours from
Timbuktu. Under the present circumstances I expect the
‘Festival in the Desert’ will become a victim of the political
situation. 

Mali is known for its colourful culture. Malian singers and
musicians still travel the world presenting their mesmerising
music. Some of the best known of these are Ali Farka Touré,
Habib Koité, and Amadou and Mariam. Recently Sidi Touré
played at the Vancouver Folk Festival. 

The future of Mali as a nation is unknown. Currently, Canada
has stated that we will not send a military mission to Mali. The
United States is still debating their role as of the writing of this
article. 

Canada, as a country that has sent extensive aid to Mali in
the past, has an interest in how the current crisis develops.
Canada sees Mali as an extremely impoverished nation that
needs our help to develop its agricultural resources and to
further the rights of women and children. Currently all help has
been suspended, and all we can do is hope that a beautiful nation
and fascinating people can survive. 0
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